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12:00 - 17:00    Registration Desk Open 

 PROGRAM AT A GLANCE 
AUGUST 27 SATURDAY

07:30 - 21:00    Registration Desk Open 

AUGUST 28 SUNDAY

09:00 - 17:00    Pre-Conference Tour -  information coming soon (separate registration required) 
18:00 - 19:00    First Timer Attendee Reception 
19:00 - 22:00    Opening Cocktail Reception & Dinner 

07:30 - 09:00    Buffet Breakfast for Hotel Guests 

AUGUST 29 MONDAY

08:00 - 15:45    Registration Desk Open
08:30 - 16:00    Guest Tour with Lunch - information coming soon (guest registration required) 
09:00 - 09:15    Welcome Remarks 
09:15 - 10:00    Keynote Address - All Change for Dutch Pension Funds
10:00 - 11:15    CONCURRENT WORKSHOPS 

Workshop 1: Fiduciary Duties: Trends in Fiduciary Duties/Fiduciary Duty and the
Funding and Evaluation Process  
Workshop 2: DB to DC: Dutch case study  
Workshop 3: Key Characteristics of Conditional Defined Benefit Plans That Work 

11:15 - 11:45    Refreshment Break
11:45 - 13:00    CONCURRENT WORKSHOPS 

Workshop 4: Current Issues for DC Plans in the Design and Accumulation Phase 
Workshop 5: Changes and their Challenges to the Contribution and Benefit
Structures of DB Pension Plans for Public Sector Employees  
Workshop 6: Financial Wellness Programs as an Employee Benefit and a
Workforce Management Tool 

13:00 - 14:30    Lunch & General Meeting
14:30 - 15:45    CONCURRENT WORKSHOPS 

Workshop 7: Who Bears the Risk of Errors in Pension Administration?
Workshop 8: Annuities and Retirement Income: Jurisdictional review and country
specific challenges and opportunities.
Workshop 9: Pan European Pension Funds and the Pan European Pensions
Product (PEPP): False dawn, bureaucratic nightmare or the future for seamless
cross border second pillar pension provision in the EU 

18:00 - 22:00    Dinner in Amsterdam - information coming soon 

details subject to change



 PROGRAM AT A GLANCE 
AUGUST 30 TUESDAY

07:30 - 09:00    Buffet Breakfast for Hotel Guests Registration Desk Open
08:00 - 16:00    Registration Desk Open 
09:00 - 16:00    Guest Time at Leisure 
09:00 - 10:00    Plenary Session - Climate Change: An Urgent Issue for Plan Fiduciaries? 
10:00 - 11:15    CONCURRENT WORKSHOPS 

Workshop 10: What Happens When People Don’t Take Their Benefits   
Workshop 11: Litigation Issues: How to deal with pension conflicts  
Workshop 12: ESG and Pension Providers 

11:15 - 11:45    Refreshment Break
11:45 - 13:00    CONCURRENT WORKSHOPS 

Workshop 13: Turning Defined Contribution Pension Savings into a Retirement
Income Machine: The role of the law in making decumulation work 
Workshop 14: Crypto Currencies and Other Alternative Asset Classes: The legal
challenges facing pension plan investors
Workshop 15: Your Employer is Bankrupt, now what?!? - Developments in
minimum levels of protection for DB pensions 

13:00 - 14:00    Lunch Session: The Politicization of Pension Plans 

14:45 - 16:00    CONCURRENT WORKSHOPS 
Workshop 16: Recent Development in Pension Issues on M&A and Related
Transactions 
Workshop 17: Automatic Enrolment: A healthy nudge to improve 
retirement security
Workshop 18: The Pension Element in Executive Compensation: A workshop on
selected pitfalls and solutions in negotiation, handling and separation situations 

16:00 - 17:00    Closing Reception - information coming soon 

details subject to change

14:00 - 14:45    Business Meeting 

18:00 - 22:00    Dine Arounds - information coming soon 



On March 30, 2022 the Dutch government submitted draft legislation to Parliament to reform
the Dutch pension system with effect from January 1, 2023. In this plenary session the
speaker will look at some of the reasons for the change and what the new system will look
like. These reforms can be viewed as a seismic change to Dutch DB and CDC pensions with a
mandatory transition to DC or new CDC pensions and a new approach to intergenerational
sharing in the risks and rewards of retirement contributions and retirement income in Dutch
second pillar pension funds. 

 KEYNOTE 

KEYNOTE SPEAKER 

To be announced

Michael Wolpert (Canada) Bio 
Name #3 
Name #4 

ALL CHANGE FOR DUTCH PENSION FUNDS

Thank you to Onno Blom & Wijnanda Rutten for coordinating this session

https://www.fasken.com/en/michael-wolpert#sort=%40fclientworksortdate75392%20descending


in Canada: as in most jurisdictions, fiduciary obligation overlays pension plans in Canada.
What attracts fiduciary obligation in the Canadian legal context is not a closed category.
Among other developing issues there have been ongoing questions of whether the
determination of funding and valuation of defined benefit plans and schemes are also
subject to the fiduciary overlay 
In the UK a number of recent cases have considered the fiduciary role of trustees in the
context of defined benefit plans:

to what extent is the plan sponsor owed a fiduciary duty by the trustee?
how should a trustee in practice approach decision-making where there is a direct
financial impact on the sponsoring employer?
is there a standalone duty to act in the best interests of Plan beneficiaries e.g. should
a trustee secure as high an employer contribution level as possible for an
underfunded plan? Does it make a difference if benefit accrual has already ended? 
how much investment risk can trustees properly take where the sponsoring employer
will have to underwrite that? 
if the trustee has power to award benefit increases, can this be exercised when the
plan is in deficit?

The speakers in this workshop will discuss some current issues in fiduciary duties for pension
plans from their respective jurisdictions, including: 

 WORKSHOP #1

DISCUSSION LEADERS 

Ross Gascho (Canada) Bio 
MODERATOR: Michael Wolpert (Canada) Bio 

Name #4 

FIDUCIARY DUTIES: TRENDS IN FIDUCIARY DUTIES/FIDUCIARY DUTY AND THE
FUNDING AND EVALUATION PROCESS  

Mark Grant (UK) Bio 

Thank you to Michael Wolpert for coordinating this session

https://www.fasken.com/en/ross-gascho#sort=%40fclientworksortdate75392%20descending
https://www.fasken.com/en/michael-wolpert#sort=%40fclientworksortdate75392%20descending
https://cms.law/en/gbr/people/mark-grant


In March 2022 the long-awaited proposal for a new pension system in the Netherlands has
been published. Ultimately as of 1 January 2027 all pension accrual in the Netherlands must
be DC-based and in addition all DB-benefits accrued in the past (even by pensioners and
deferred members) will collectively be transferred into DC-benefits governed by the new
pension system.

Why and how will this be done? And what are the expected risks? 

And what can we learn from major pension restructurings in other jurisdictions? 

 WORKSHOP #2

DISCUSSION LEADERS 

Wijnanda Rutten (the Netherlands) Bio

Michael Wolpert (Canada) Bio 
Name #3 
Name #4 

DB TO DC: DUTCH CASE STUDY 

Thank you to Wijnanda Rutten for coordinating this session

https://www.cliffordchance.com/people_and_places/people/lawyers/nl/wijnanda_rutten.html


In many jurisdictions DB pension plans are being replaced by DC arrangements. Even though
independent research indicates that DB plans are much more cost efficient than DC plans –
providing roughly twice as much pension income for the same dollar of contribution – DB
plans pose fatal financial risks due to the defined commitment and unstable cost. This
session will examine a middle way. One that appears to combine the best of DC (cost
certainty) with the best of DB (cost efficiency and benefit predictability). While often referred
to as an “emerging design”, they have existed in many countries for decades. The Canadian
province of Ontario has had more than 60 years of experience and indeed, conditional
defined benefit plans are the dominant form of pension provision in that province. Other
countries are now exploring the possibility. The design is now entering or on the verge of
entering legislative consideration in both the U.K. and the U.S.  Known by a host of names,
such as “composite”, “collective defined contribution”, “defined ambition”, “shared risk”, “target
benefit”, and others, they may be a way forward. 
 
The speakers will examine the key characteristics of such plans as well as the myths and the
facts - what works and what doesn’t -- and how the bar association in Canada came to adopt
such an arrangement for the legal profession.

 WORKSHOP #3

DISCUSSION LEADERS 

MODERATOR: Randy Bauslaugh (Canada) Bio

David Powell (USA) Bio
Name #3 
Name #4 

KEY CHARACTERISTICS OF CONDITIONAL DEFINED BENEFIT PLANS THAT WORK 

Thank you to Randy Bauslaugh for coordinating this session

https://www.mccarthy.ca/en/people/randy-bauslaugh
https://www.groom.com/bios/david-powell/


Duty of care/good faith/other owed by employer to employees in terms of DC plan design
and menu of investment options  
Liability to plan member of employer/plan fiduciary/ product provider for:

offering too many investment options (is it negligent to design investment options
without taking account of behavioural finance theory and the likelihood of irrational
member choices) 
offering/ not offering “ethical” investment options (eg Christian values, Sharia
compliant, low/nil  greenhouse gas emissions (“GHG emissions”) and management of
liability risk for misdescription of those investment options  

“Value for money” for DC plan members: 
how defined  
existing fiduciary duty obligations not being properly performed? 
rise in legislative disclosure requirements  
higher fee charging investment options than ones available from the same or a
comparable product provider because of an ineffectual selection/tendering/periodic
review process- breach of fiduciary duties? 
legislative pressure/fiduciary duty to consolidate “small” DC plans to achieve better
“value for money 
increases in legislative/regulatory pressure to improve plan governance to drive “value
for money” 

What part do DC plans and their members have in driving reductions in GHG emissions
by the issuers of the stocks and bonds in which members’ retirement accounts are
invested? 
Can an employer pay higher contributions to a DC plan for older employers or for female
employees to seek to equalize retirement income (reflecting shorter investment time
horizons for older employees and longer periods of retirement, on average, for female
employees) without breaching equal treatment/discrimination laws. 

The workshop will look at a number of topical issues drawn from the list below in the
respective jurisdictions of the speakers and draw out common themes and explore whether a
particular “hot” issue in one jurisdiction may foreshadow the same or a similar issue arising in
another jurisdiction: 

 WORKSHOP #4

DISCUSSION LEADERS 

MODERATOR: Philip Bennett (UK) Bio 

Jonathan Mort (South Africa) Bio  

Jessica Spence (Australia) Bio 

Marco Arteaga (Germany) Bio 

CURRENT ISSUES FOR DC PLANS IN THE DESIGN AND ACCUMULATION PHASE 

Thank you to Philip Bennett & Ken Burns for coordinating this session

https://www.durham.ac.uk/staff/philip-f-bennett/
https://mortlaw.net/team.html?reload
https://au.linkedin.com/in/jessica-spence-37544531
https://www.luther-lawfirm.com/en/team/team/dr-marco-arteaga


In countries where deficits in DB pension plans for public sector employees have continued
to increase and contributions (financed by the taxpayer) from the relevant national, state,
municipal or other public sector employer have had to increase, proposals have been made
to reduce benefits to balance the books and/or to increase contributions of employees.
These changes often have considerable legal hurdles to clear as the benefits may be
protected under national or state constitutions, employment law, union agreements and
employment contracts as well as very considerable employee relations and political hurdles.
Sometimes the changes are subject to legal challenge and are set aside or modified by the
courts as in the McCloud case in the UK https://prospect.org.uk/article/what-is-the-mccloud-
judgement/. Speakers for this workshop will discuss some of the key issues on this topic
arising in their jurisdictions 

 WORKSHOP #5

DISCUSSION LEADERS 

Flavio Rodrigues (Brazil) Bio 

Tony Roda (USA) Bio 

Michael Hayles (UK) Bio

CHANGES AND THEIR CHALLENGES TO THE CONTRIBUTION AND BENEFIT
STRUCTURES OF DB PENSION PLANS FOR PUBLIC SECTOR EMPLOYEES 

Thank you to Flavio Rodrigues for coordinating this session

https://prospect.org.uk/article/what-is-the-mccloud-judgement/
https://www.legal500.com/firms/50072-bocater-camargo-costa-e-silva-rodrigues-advogados/50265-rio-de-janeiro-brazil/lawyers/1874615-flavio-martins-rodrigues/
https://williamsandjensen.com/personnel/anthony-j-roda/
https://www.burges-salmon.com/our-people/michael-hayles


With the decline of the DB plan, workers are increasingly responsible for their own retirement
security. In addition to saving regularly and investing wisely for retirement, workers must save
for emergencies and manage debt, and, as they approach retirement, plan for decumulation
of their retirement savings over what may be several decades. This process should continue
through retirement.   
  
Our panel will examine efforts to increase financial literacy and confidence through workplace
financial wellness programs or their equivalent in countries of different size and economic
advancement, and with different social welfare systems, with a focus on the pre-retirement
stage. In addition to their individual and societal benefits, such programs can help to promote
worker retention and productivity, and they can therefore be an important workforce
management tool and employee benefit. 

 WORKSHOP #6

DISCUSSION LEADERS 

Bas Dieleman (the Netherlands) Bio 

Sanya Goffe (Jamaica) Bio 
Izzy Goldowitz (USA) Bio 

Karen Quinlan (South Africa) Bio 

FINANCIAL WELLNESS PROGRAMS AS AN EMPLOYEE BENEFIT AND A
WORKFORCE MANAGEMENT TOOL 

Thank you to Izzy Goldowitz for coordinating this session

https://www.eversheds-sutherland.com/global/en/who/people/index.page?person=en/Dieleman_Bas
http://www.hmf.com.jm/attorneys/partners/sanya-m-goffe
https://www.wagnerlawgroup.com/attorney/goldowitz-israel/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/karen-quinlan-52511153?original_referer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww%2Egoogle%2Ecom%2F&originalSubdomain=za


Making mistakes is human and even the most innovative high-tech IT-systems depend upon
correct input. Participants in a pension plan usually do not understand, read, let alone are
capable of checking and correcting, the information they receive from their pension provider. 

But when they retire and receive the wrong pension, then who's to blame? The pensioner for
not acting? The employer who may not exist anymore? Or the pension provider who may
have made mistakes or has been misinformed?

In the Netherlands no premium paid does not always mean that this will result in no pension
accrued. And at the same time, you may not get what they promised you, even when they
have put it in writing.

During this workshop the risks, responsibilities, and effects of errors in different jurisdictions
will be explored.  

 WORKSHOP #7

DISCUSSION LEADERS 

Wijnanda Rutten (the Netherlands) Bio

Eleanor Hart (UK) Bio 
Izzy Goldowitz (USA) Bio 
Name #4 

WHO BEARS THE RISK OF ERRORS IN PENSION ADMINISTRATION?

Thank you to Wijnanda Rutten for coordinating this session

https://www.cliffordchance.com/people_and_places/people/lawyers/nl/wijnanda_rutten.html
https://www.dentons.com/en/eleanor-hart


proper discharge of trustee/plan fiduciary duties in respect of risk of insurance company
insolvency,
does the plan and the plan sponsor get a good discharge in respect of the benefit
obligations which are replaced by annuities from the insurer or do they have a residual
liability to underwrite insurer solvency,
is there a compensation scheme that covers insurer insolvency and what is the scope of
its coverage.

Use of annuities to derisk DB plans, to buy out member benefits in DB plans and to provide
certainty of retirement income for DC plan members, experience and recent developments
compared across the jurisdictions from which the speakers for this workshop are drawn,
including consideration of the following issues:

The workshop may also cover other DB risk transfer solutions such as the new DB
consolidators in the UK: https://clara-pensions.com/ 

 WORKSHOP #8

DISCUSSION LEADERS 

Stephen Gillick (Ireland) Bio

Thomas Granetzny (Germany) Bio 
Andrew Murphy (UK) Bio 
Name #4 

ANNUITIES AND RETIREMENT INCOME: JURISDICTIONAL REVIEW AND
COUNTRY SPECIFIC CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

Thank you to Michael Beatty for coordinating this session

https://nam12.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fclara-pensions.com%2F&data=05%7C01%7C%7C25947e0b9db748bbb0e508da2de4d956%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C637872758189004917%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=frSmOgjVMCVCJaMbZLw%2FMcLkJ7XNSDP5OyW4ww7sCgw%3D&reserved=0
https://nam12.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mhc.ie%2Fpeople%2Fstephen-gillick&data=05%7C01%7C%7Caba00ebaf26f481fef9708da33637035%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C637878799456341328%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=on9lWEG3dS2g14XTCQUI4EO3oa%2B7VEDoHlQWC9cLFf4%3D&reserved=0
https://www.freshfields.com/en-gb/contacts/find-a-lawyer/g/granetzny-thomas/
https://www.freshfields.com/en-gb/contacts/find-a-lawyer/m/murphy-andrew/


Brexit has reduced the number of cross-border IORPs, but the vision remains. In the
meantime, the pan European pensions product ( the PEPP) more here, could be the EU’s
answer to the US 401(k) plans. The speakers for this workshop will look at some of the key
issues in relation to cross border pension provision using IORPs and PEPPS and similarities
and differences is the regulatory regime between IORPs and PEPPS. 

 WORKSHOP #9

DISCUSSION LEADERS 

To be announced

Sanya Goffe (Jamaica) Bio 
Izzy Goldowitz (USA) Bio 
Name #4 

PAN EUROPEAN PENSION FUNDS AND THE PAN EUROPEAN PENSIONS
PRODUCT (PEPP): FALSE DAWN, BUREAUCRATIC NIGHTMARE OR THE
FUTURE FOR SEAMLESS CROSS BORDER SECOND PILLAR PENSION
PROVISION IN THE EU

Thank you to Philip Bennett for coordinating this session

https://www.eiopa.europa.eu/media/news/eiopa-analyses-trends-cross-border-iorps_en
https://www.eiopa.europa.eu/sites/default/files/publications/administrative/cvs/opsg/opsg-20-21_opsg_advice_iorp_ii_and_cross_border.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pan-European_Pension


is engagement with the invested company on managing climate change risk a proper
course of action or a poor use of time and money? 
the potential legal perils of “paper decarbonisation” - virtue signalling or prudent financial
risk management?  
is it a breach of fiduciary duties for plan trustees or fiduciaries to set a “net zero” target
which is lower than the weighted average of that of the companies and governments
whose stocks and bonds they invest in? 
to what extent can investment decisions take account of non-financial factors when
deciding not to hold shares in major GHG emitting companies- only in a tiebreaker
situation? 
to what extent are politicians “bullying” plan trustees and fiduciaries on GHG investments
instead of levelling with the voters on the costs of the transition to a low GHG economy? 

The Canadian Supreme Court held on 25th March, 2021 that “Global climate change is real,
and it is clear that human activities are the primary cause.” In terms of the discharge by the
pension plan trustee or fiduciary, when investing plan assets, of its prudent person duty (or a
broadly equivalent duty) which is the commonly adopted standard in Canada, the EU, the Uk
and the US, how should it respond to, and seek to manage, climate change risk. The speakers
for this session will draw out some of the key issues in their respective jurisdictions, including
from amongst the following:  

 PLENARY SESSION 

DISCUSSION LEADERS 

Randy Bauslaugh (Canada) Bio

Elise Laeremans (Belgium) Bio 
Natalya Shnitser (USA) Bio 
Omar Sunderji (Canada) Bio 

CLIMATE CHANGE: AN URGENT ISSUE FOR PLAN FIDUCIARIES

Thank you to Randy Bauslaugh for coordinating this session

https://www.mccarthy.ca/en/people/randy-bauslaugh
https://www.younity.be/en/our-lawyers/elise-laeremans
https://www.bc.edu/bc-web/schools/law/academics-faculty/faculty-directory/natalya-shnitser.html
https://www.osler.com/en/team/omar-sunderji


Emerging regulatory requirements 
Implications for plan administrators and members 
Developing robust procedures to comply with fiduciary and regulatory requirements 
Applicable case law 
Other insights and best practices 

In recent years, members who don’t take their benefits have become a focus for plan
administrators, their advisors and regulators. This panel will discuss a number of recent
developments and legal issues arising in various jurisdictions, including: 

 WORKSHOP #10

DISCUSSION LEADERS 

Bas Dieleman (the Netherlands) Bio 

Elise Laeremans (Belgium) Bio 
Natalya Shnitser (USA) Bio 
Omar Sunderji (Canada) Bio 

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN PEOPLE DON’T TAKE THEIR BENEFITS 

Thank you to Bas Dieleman & Lyle Teichman for coordinating this session

https://www.eversheds-sutherland.com/global/en/who/people/index.page?person=en/Dieleman_Bas
https://www.younity.be/en/our-lawyers/elise-laeremans
https://www.bc.edu/bc-web/schools/law/academics-faculty/faculty-directory/natalya-shnitser.html
https://www.osler.com/en/team/omar-sunderji


Big money never fails to attract. Therefore, pension conflicts are unavoidable – or are they?
What are the main sources of pension litigation and are there ways to avoid these conflicts?
This workshop will explore traditional and alternative ways of dispute resolution and discuss
current trends in pension litigation. 

 WORKSHOP #11

DISCUSSION LEADERS 

Onno Blom (the Netherlands) Bio 

Hannine Drake (South Africa) Bio 
Mark Solomon (USA) Bio 
Omar Sunderji (Canada) Bio 

LITIGATION ISSUES - HOW TO DEAL WITH PENSION CONFLICTS  

Thank you to Onno Bloom for coordinating this session

https://bvza.nl/team/onno-blom/?lang=en
https://www.thulamela.com/thulamela-members/hannine-drake
https://www.rgrdlaw.com/attorneys-Mark-Solomon.html


Liability for “greenwashing” - what level of due diligence should the pension plan trustee
or fiduciary do on the “ESGness” of the investment fund; for example, should it exclude all
funds that buy bonds at a “greenium”?
To what extent can or should the plan trustee offer a choice of investment funds that
reflect the values or beliefs of a significant portion of its members (eg Christian values,
Sharia compliant https://www.adcu.org.uk/news-posts/uber-sharia-pension or “low
carbon” ) and how should the plan trustee or fiduciary deal with the often higher charges
and more concentrated investment portfolio of such funds in discharging its fiduciary
duties?

The speakers for this workshop will cover some of the key legal issues in their respective
jurisdictions in relation to investment funds offered by product providers which are described
as having one or more ESG characteristics and whether a DC plan trustee or fiduciary has a
duty to offer certain types of ESG funds. Topics to be discussed will, depending on
jurisdiction, be drawn from some of the following:

 WORKSHOP #12

DISCUSSION LEADERS 

Nicolette van Vuuren (South Africa) Bio

David James (UK) Bio 
Eva Schram (Netherlands) Bio 
Deron Waldock (Canada) Bio 

ESG AND PENSION PROVIDERS 

Thank you to Randy Bauslaugh for coordinating this session

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.adcu.org.uk%2Fnews-posts%2Fuber-sharia-pension&data=05%7C01%7Crbauslaugh%40mccarthy.ca%7Cb1b82d8480a64b4fe1a708da2f335542%7Cf24697e9ab2e463e89aa39af94aac362%7C1%7C0%7C637874194776071010%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=IAHM74gzBsxwIEvGJRaKT8wGoeWJYc2ZWoQ3VBQZtbc%3D&reserved=0
https://www.webberwentzel.com/Specialists/Pages/Nicolette-van-Vuuren.aspx
https://www.traverssmith.com/people/david-james/
https://www.debrauw.com/people/eva-schram
https://www.mccarthy.ca/en/people/deron-waldock


DC Plan governance practices and standards; 
Permissive or restrictive rules, and taxation measures affecting retirement income
products and cashing out; 
Interplay of income from DC plans with social security arrangements; 
Fairness in retirement income outcomes; 
Building income generators into the DC plan itself, versus keeping accumulation and
decumulation functions separate. 

Defined contribution retirement plans are now common across most jurisdictions, and are
near universal (to the exclusion of defined benefit) in some.   Originally designed with a focus
on savings accumulation, lawmakers are increasingly demanding that plan sponsors and
trustees/plan fiduciaries help plan participants turn their savings into reliable and adequate
retirement income vehicles. One could argue that, from a regulatory perspective, retirement
income outcomes must be reliable and adequate, or else the whole DC design is a failure.  
  
This panel will explore some of the current issues and trends facing pension policy makers
and plan sponsors / trustees/ plan fiduciaries as they refine defined contribution plan design
to turn these plans into better retirement income generators. Each panelist will identity the
approaches tried in their jurisdiction, and analyse whether they are working. Is a top down
regulatory approach the right way, or is facilitating innovation by DC plan providers better? Do
different approaches produce winners and losers? And how do individuals respond to the
supportive or restrictive measures imposed on them in the attempt to help them turn their
defined contribution accounts into income.   Particular focus will be on the role in
decumulation of: 
  

 WORKSHOP #13

DISCUSSION LEADERS 

MODERATOR: Ken Burns (Canada) Bio 

Roland de Greef (Netherlands) Bio 
Carolyn Trenda (USA) Bio 
Omar Sunderji (Canada) Bio 

TURNING DEFINED CONTRIBUTION PENSION SAVINGS INTO A RETIREMENT
INCOME MACHINE: THE ROLE OF THE LAW IN MAKING DECUMULATION WORK.

Thank you to Philip Bennett & Ken Burns for coordinating this session

https://www.lawsonlundell.com/team-Kenneth-Burns
https://www.houthoff.com/Our-People/people/Roland-de-Greef
https://www.mcguirewoods.com/people/t/carolyn-m-trenda


Digital assets and cryptocurrency have emerged as a new asset class. With institutional
investors increasingly allocating to digital, is there a role for crypto in DC and DB plans? And
what are regulators saying so far? This workshop will also cover some of the legal challenges
facing pension plan investors in other alternative asset classes in the jurisdictions of the
speakers. 
 

 WORKSHOP #14

DISCUSSION LEADERS 

Adam Ngan (Canada) Bio 

Kevin Walsh (USA) Bio 
Natalya Shnitser (USA) Bio 
Omar Sunderji (Canada) Bio 

CRYPTO CURRENCIES AND OTHER ALTERNATIVE ASSET CLASSES: THE LEGAL
CHALLENGES FACING PENSION PLAN INVESTORS

Thank you to Kevin Walsh for coordinating this session

https://www.blakes.com/people/find-a-person/n/adam-ngan
https://www.groom.com/bios/kevin-walsh/


With economies still rebounding from the prolonged pandemic, there has been heightened
awareness surrounding the potential for employer insolvencies. Where do pension plans rank
in order of priority? Is there a chance pensions will remain untouched? Join our panel in a
discussion focusing on developments in pension protection funds and/or guarantees across
different jurisdictions. 
 

 WORKSHOP #15

DISCUSSION LEADERS 

Clive Pugh (UK) Bio 

Bethune Whiston (Canada) Bio 
Natalya Shnitser (USA) Bio 
Omar Sunderji (Canada) Bio 

YOUR EMPLOYER IS BANKRUPT, NOW WHAT?!? - DEVELOPMENTS IN MINIMUM
LEVELS OF PROTECTION FOR DB PENSIONS 
 

Thank you to Angela Mazerolle for coordinating this session

https://www.burges-salmon.com/our-people/clive-pugh


Pension plans have traditionally been focused on the single objective of providing retirement
income. However, politics has become polarized globally, and pension plans are increasingly
becoming a target of one side or the other to achieve political objectives or to push certain
agendas. Politicization has manifested itself in the pension arena in a variety of ways, ranging
from debates over public sector pension coverage to suggestions that pension plan
investments should be used for other goals besides just producing good returns. This plenary
session will provide observations and perspectives on the politicization of pension plans in a
number of countries, along with what we hope will be a lively debate!  

 LUNCH SESSION 

DISCUSSION LEADERS 

Paul Owens (Canada) Bio

Elise    (Belgium) Bio 
Natalya Shnitser (USA) Bio 
Omar Sunderji (Canada) Bio 

THE POLITICIZATION OF PENSION PLANS

Thank you to Michael Wolpert for coordinating this session
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In Canada, what is the likely impact of the recently introduced Ontario Financial Services
Regulatory Authority new whistle-blower program to help identify misconduct in the
pension sector on these transactions? What are the key pension issues on spin offs
where the employees of the company being spun off are in a DB plan? Will the pensions
regulator in the province in question require the seller’s DB plan to be fully of partially
wound up? What key legal issues arise where the Canadian pension fund is the
bidder/buyer of the target in Canada or overseas? What additional considerations will
arise if the target entity is insolvent or in some or other form of financial distress?
In the UK the Pensions Regulator is gaining significant new powers to require
contributions to DB plan deficits from anyone (whether or not connected to the
sponsoring employer) who transacts with an employer group with a DB pension plan,
there are expanded obligations to notify the Pensions Regulator of actions that will of may
weaker the sponsoring employer covenant and civil penalties of upto £1 million for
conduct risking accrued plan benefits and new criminal penalties. These new powers
impact on buyers, sellers and lenders on corporate transactions where the target has a
DB pension plan

The speakers will discuss recent key pensions related legislative, regulatory and case law and
market developments in their respective jurisdictions affecting M&A and related transactions:
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RECENT DEVELOPMENT IN PENSION ISSUES ON M&A AND RELATED
TRANSACTIONS

Thank you to Caroline Helbronner for coordinating this session
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Automatic enrolment programmes have largely been effective solutions for increasing
pension coverage and improving future replacement rates. Changing the choice architecture
from a default of workers saving when they ‘choose to’ to one where workers save unless they
‘choose not to’ can have a powerful impact in harnessing natural human inertia and
improving retirement security. However, the implementation of a successful auto enrolment
programme requires careful planning and balancing a number of factors such as the
employers’ level of obligation, the gradual implementation of the policy, the size of the target
population, the possibility to opt out or cease membership, the automatic re-enrolment
process, the financial incentives provided and the simplicity of the process for workers. A
balance of these considerations are often key factors that explain the relative success of
automatic enrolment mechanisms in reaching high participation levels across countries.  
 
The panel will look at auto enrolment as well as other measures used to encourage
retirement savings across the US, Ireland, Jamaica and Australia. 
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AUTOMATIC ENROLMENT - A HEALTHY NUDGE TO IMPROVE RETIREMENT
SECURITY
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Whether or not executive compensation elements fall within the scope of pensions in the
respective jurisdictions. 

Should pensions be considered as part of an executive's compensation at all? 
Are there differences between listed and non-listed companies? Mandatory vs.
voluntary pension coverage? Interaction of pension solutions with state social security
systems? 
Special aspects around secondments? 
Relevant aspects from an actuarial / accounting perspective? 

What are typical tax aspects relevant for a company and the executive? How can these be
tackled? 
Planning opportunities? Recent case law reportable to the audience? Outlook? 

This workshop will, from a multi-jurisdictional perspective, look into pension topics coming up
in connection with executive compensation. We will consider all stages – onboarding /
contract negotiation, compliance / payroll during the "lifetime" of an executive function in a
company, and the separation and post-function stage. Elements of relevance typically include: 
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THE PENSION ELEMENT IN EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION – A WORKSHOP ON
SELECTED PITFALLS AND SOLUTIONS IN NEGOTIATION, HANDLING AND
SEPARATION SITUATIONS 
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